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You hear it. You like it.  It’s Biquad!

Hybrid cable To microphone
CUT OFF!

Feed Regulated DC!
Feed +3.5...+24V to activate ON AIR Signalling.

Current drain: 40mA

ON AIR SIGNALLING

Hybrid Cable

Microphone (Audio)

hot (+)
(red)

cold (-)
(black)

shield

+3.5...+24V
(green)

0V
(white)

shield

DO NOT
DISMANTLE!

The elaborated internal linkage and 
coil spring construction remais 
hidden from view.

Dismantling any part can lead to 
irreversible damage and can cause 
serious injuries. Any servicing is 
strictly reserved to BIQUAD 
personnel or autorized partners. 

Visit our website for contact 
information.

constant current source

12 LED
Array

ON AIR SIGNALLING

40mA

WIRING DIAGRAM

MEASURES AND ANGULATION



BLACK SILVER BRONZE

3 DIFFERENT COLORS

MODELS OF BASES

Base Bushing

Base Table Clamp, Table Mount e Table Trough Mount

with indicator "ON AIR" incorporated and fluid 

-

daily use.

effective and harmonious use of the environ-

and recording.

It has several mounting forms available with 

where you want.

product a indicator of LEDs on its end that indicates to the user that the micro-
phone is "open" or in use. This indicator has great luminosity even in very bright 
environments with low current consumption.

different fastening options and 3 different colors.

possibilities and solutions for integration with supports for video monitors. With full 
-

MICROPHONE ARM WITH FLUID DESIGN AND
ON AIR INDICATOR INCORPORATED

-

FEATURES

Update your studio leaving 

it more modern and beautiful, 

use the line of TOP ARM.

Elegance and neatness!

Rotation
Antioxidant
Treatment

Anodized
Paint

Silent
movements

Indicator
Light

Joints injected in high mechanical 
strength polyamide.

Different models of bases

OnAir LEDs indicator.

Built with aluminum tubes 
with anodized finish in 3 
different colors.
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